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The trade jurisdiction of the Union for work covered under this Agreement shall 
include but is not limited to: 

 
 

 
Any Employee within the scope of this division tending or serving any other worker 

performing plasterers work, any plasterer, plasterers, or apprentices in any capacity performing 
plasterers work including but not limited to, handling and conveying of all materials after delivery 
used by plasters, including but not limited to, inside finish coat, outside finish coat, brown coat, 
scratch coat, sprayed or trawled on fireproofing, EIFS systems, and other materials or systems for 
the same or similar purpose whether done manually or by a piece of machinery or equipment 
devised to replace the wheelbarrow or buggy, including but not limited to the forklift, tusky hoist, 
and rigging and signaling for cranes to the point or points of application  
or installation, making mixing and preparing after delivery all materials used by plasters, whether 
by hand or machine including but not limited to mixers, pumps for plaster or fire proofing, plaster, 
finish coats, fireproofing, including Monocoat, Cafco or other materials for the same or similar use, 
moving any rolling scaffolding, building and handling all necessary trestle, scaffolding and planking 
of scaffolding for plasterers and lathers, building mortar boxes, mortar boards and stands, and the 
repairing and maintenance of all equipment either on the job or in the yard, the spreading of all 
temporary protective drop cloths, building paper or plastic covers and taping of same (in a 
composite crew with the plasterers when necessary), the cleaning of all floors, and debris, behind 
the plasterers or any other worker performing plasterers work in connection with the work 
performed all work necessary for cold weather protection and cure including but not limited to 
handling installing or tending to blankets, visqueen, and space heaters, and running putty. 

Tending to plasterers or any other worker performing plasterers work on EFIS system work 
shall include all work after the wallboard is installed including but not limited to any preparatory 
sealing or leveling, placing foam, mesh, and plaster including any rough, finish, and color coats. 

 
For sprayed on fire proofing work only, including Monocoat, Cafco or other materials for 

the same or similar use an Employer signatory to this Agreement and the Local 169, Laborers 
Master Agreement may employ Laborers at the Group 1 wage rate to perform overspray 
protection, the spreading of all temporary protective drop cloths, building paper or plastic 
covers and taping of same, the cleaning of all floors, and debris, cold weather protection and 
cure including but not limited to handling installing or tending to blankets, visqueen, and space 
heaters and moving rolling scaffolding.  


